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✔ The fact that geography influences on people’s 
lifestyle and their food. 

✔ What’s about England?



How tea was drunk in Britain first?

✔ By the time tea was first introduced 
into this country in 1660, coffee had 
already been drunk  for several 
years. By 1750 tea had become the 
most popular beverage  for all 
types and classes of people – even 
though a pound of tea cost a skilled 
worker a third of his weekly salary. 



Some facts

✔ British people have foggy and 
rainy weather. Great Britain is 
situated on islands , also it is 
washed by seas from all sides. 
Because of this reasons, British 
people are great tea-drinkers.



Tea-drinking
✔ Nowadays, tea drinking is no longer 

a proper, formal, «social» occasion. 
The English do not dress up to «go 
out to tea» anymore. But one tea 
ceremony is still very important in 
Britain- the Tea Break! Millions of 
people in Factories and offices look 
forward to their tea breaks in the 
morning and  afternoon. 

✔ The English always drink tea out of 
cups or mugs, never out of glasses.



English breakfast
✔ Due to the fact that England is a cold country , 

English people usually eat meat at breakfast 
time.



Making  a Perfect  cup of tea.
✔ There is a golden rule to make cup of tea:
   Based  on tea brewed with freshly boiled water for 3-5 minutes.
✔ If you want to make perfect tea, you should add Black 

tea(93%), flavoring(2%), strawberry pieces(1.6%), 
blackcurrant leaves(1.5%), raspberry pieces (0.4%),redcurrant 
pieces(0.4%) 

✔ If you want you can add milk or sugar, as you like.



English humor about tea
✔ Tea can be brewed up only seven times, on the 

eighth time the tealeaf float to look at this 
greedy man. 


